A toolkit for dermal risk assessment and management: an overview.
The European Research project RISKOFDERM (QLK4-CT-1999-01107) has two major goals. One is the development of a conceptual model for dermal risk assessment for regulatory purposes, such as the registration of new chemicals. The other goal is to develop a simple-to-use toolkit for assessment and management of health risks from occupational dermal exposure. This toolkit was constructed by analysing the major determinants of dermal hazard and dermal exposure. The results were combined in the form of a decision-tree that leads the user of the toolkit through a number of questions on the hazardous properties of the chemical in use, and on the exposure situation. The toolkit translates the information given by the user into broad data categories of hazard and exposure that lead to a rough estimate of health risk from dermal exposure. This is done separately for local skin effects and skin allergy on the one hand, and systemic effects after skin penetration on the other hand. After going through the decision-tree, the user is advised to act to control the risk, and to read general information on dermal exposure and a statement describing the uncertainty of the risk estimate produced by the toolkit. The final version of the toolkit will be available for use on portable or stationary computers and runs the decision algorithms in the background so that the non-expert user only will see the judgements, the recommendations and the general information. The toolkit will be evaluated before release by experts on the various elements included in the toolkit and by field experts in its practical use. The toolkit is an attempt to adapt elements of exact science to a situation where the necessary input data are of limited quality and are only estimates. The toolkit does not claim to give precise answers based on imprecise information. The purpose is to enable the user to estimate the order of magnitude of hazard, exposure and risk, and to encourage the user to deal with the issues of dermal hazard, exposure and control.